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Abstract 

 

Automotive industry’s face is being re-shaped by concerns over oil supplies, international policy and fuel costs. A wide 

variety of hybrid technologies are now available including discussion of hydrogen possibilities. The solar powered car, 

one of the oldest alternative energy vehicles, has many applications to the emerging electric vehicle market. The 

development of a telemetry system for a solar powered race car aids in a better understanding of the energy usage of a 

vehicle and the aspects applicable to electric vehicles as a whole. This paper surveys these type of vehicles and future 

scope of solar and electric vehicles and provides an overview of a typical solar car [1], [2].  
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Introduction 

 

The survey of these types of vehicles discusses about the usage of solar energy to power up the vehicle. In order to 

achieve the required voltage, the Photo Voltaic (PV) Module may be connected either in parallel or series, but its 

costlier. Thus to make it cost effective, power converters and batteries are been used. The electrical charge is 

consolidated from the PV panel and directed to the output terminals to produce low voltage (Direct Current). The charge 

controllers direct this power acquired from the solar panel to the batteries. According to the state of the battery, the 

charging is done, so as to avoid overcharging and deep discharge. The voltage is then boosted up using the boost power 

converter, ultimately running the motor which is used as the drive motor for our vehicle application. In the course work, 

the characteristic features of the components: solar panel, charge controller, battery, power converter and BLDC motor 

required for the vehicle application were studied in real time and also were modelled individually and the complete 

hardware integration of the system is tested to meet up the application’s requirement.  Solar powered vehicle is a three 

wheel drive and has been used for shorter distances [3], [4]. The main concentration was made on improving the design 

and making them cost effective. Energy from Sun is captured by the solar panels and is converted to electrical energy 

The electrical energy thus obtained is being fed to the batteries that get charged and is used to run 24 V DC high torques 

DC series motor. The shaft of the motor is connected to the rear wheel of the vehicle through chain sprocket. The 

batteries are initially fully charged and thereafter they are charged by panels. The solar energy is harnessed using solar 

panels which are used for charging the batteries. The batteries run the motor which drives the wheel of the vehicle. The 

vehicle which we have made as our project uses a belt pulley mechanism in which the shaft of the motor is connected 
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through the belt pulley system. To maximize performance and range, designers must maximize the efficiency of the 

electrical components while minimizing the power requirements for motion. The power needed to maintain a constant 

velocity V must overcome the aerodynamic drag, road grade and rolling resistance of the vehicle [5], [6].  

Conclusion 

The solar vehicle solves many problems related to the environment and is the best pollution free method. We need to 

make use of them so that we can reduce our dependence on fossil fuels. Solar vehicles do have some disadvantages like 

small speed range, initial cost is high. Also, the rate of conversion of energy is not satisfactory. But these disadvantages 

can be easily overcome by conducting further research in this area; like the problem of solar cells can be solved by using 

the ultra efficient solar cells that give about more efficiency. As this field of automobiles will be explored the problems 

will get solved. The solar automobiles have a huge prospective market and we should start using them in our day to day 

life.  
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